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Ensure the motor is powered up (if mains powered) or the battery pack 
is fully charged (if battery powered) before starting the reset procedure. 

A small blunt tool such as a paper clip or small precision driver will be 
required to depress the reset button located at the base of the motor. 

Start by BRIEFLY PRESSING the control Up & Down or  
Open & Close buttons together - the blind will briefly jog. 
The control is now temporarily paired to the motor and  
you have 10 mins to complete the programming process.  
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PRESS & HOLD the reset button on the motor base until the track jogs three times 
The track should jog after: 2-3 secs, 5-6 secs & 10 secs 

Don’t release the button until the motor has completed the cycle of three  
separate jogs over this approximate time period. 
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BRIEFLY PRESS & RELEASE  the Open/Up  
button on the control. The motor will begin  
to operate and the curtain track will run  
through an open and close cycle to learn  
the stopping positions. 
Wait until the track has stopped operating. 
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BRIELY PRESS & RELEASE the Open/Up  
button on the control. If the curtain track  
opens the direction is correct: 

– go to the next step. 

If the curtain track closes, PRESS & HOLD  
the ‘my’ button on the control until the  
curtain track jogs to reverse the direction. 
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Checking/correcting the motor direction 

Open/close learning phase 

Start the programming process 

Power up the motor 

If using a Somfy multi-channel  
control, ensure the desired  
channel is selected prior  
to starting the programming  
process. 

Before you begin 
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Pair the control/channel and complete the programming process 

BRIEFLY PRESS & RELEASE the program button  
on the back of the control - the curtain track will  
briefly jog. 
 
The control/channel is now paired to the motor and  
the curtain track can be operated.  
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